
  
CLB Support Kit – Listening Exemplar R 

 

Teacher’s Notes: 

Text:  CLB Support Kit Listening Exemplars CD/DVD – Listening Exemplar ‘R’ 

Online: http://bookshelf.language.ca/ – Listening Exemplar ‘R’ 

Topic: Instructions to get a sweater from the closet 

Time:  00:47 

Task:   CLB 3: Comprehending Instructions 

 Understand what the on-camera speaker is asking for 

 Understand the instructions that the on-camera speaker gives 

 Comprehend in order to follow the instructions appropriately 
CLB Support Kit (2012), p. 130. 

Skill-building for Pre-Listening:  

Prepositions of location, clothing details 

Transcript of Video: 

A:  While you’re there at the closet, could you get my sweater for me? 

B:  Sure. Is this red one okay? 

A:  No, I really want to wear the green one. You know. The one with the 
  zipper instead of buttons. 

B:  Um. I don’t see it. 

A:  It’s on the top shelf. No, not there, look on the left side. 

B:  Ok. I’m looking on the left side.  

A:  It should be next to my Calgary sweatshirt. 

B:  Oh. Now I see it. Is this it? 

A:  Yeah, there it is. Thanks a lot. 

 

  

http://bookshelf.language.ca/
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Teaching Suggestions: 

Pre-listening 

 Review prepositions of place  

 Review vocabulary for clothing details. 

Listening 

 Distribute handout or project image on screen (for colour). Go over task. 

 Show the video (or play just audio) only once.  

 Ss review answers in pairs 

Post-listening 

 Ss self-assess level of difficulty of listening task 

 T assesses what language may need further teaching (e.g., propositions) 

 Ss use closet photo (or another photo) to describe an item’s details and location to a 
partner. 
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Watch the video and listen to the conversation. Then answer the questions. 

1. What sweater does the woman want to wear? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2. Where does the other woman find the sweater?  
Draw a star () in the closet where she finds the sweater. 
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Answer Key: 

 

 

Image: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Closet This photo is labeled for reuse.  

Print or project the image on a screen. Have Ss choose items to describe to a partner. 

http://en.wikipedia.o/#rg/wiki/Closet

